
SENSORY GUIDE
A resource for guests with cognitive disabilities 

including Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)



OVERVIEW



OVERVIEW
At Splish Splash, our mission is to provide the finest in family fun and entertainment to ALL of our Guests. 

CERTIFIED STAFF
Splish Splash Team Members receive specialized training to ensure they have the required knowledge, skills, 
temperament, and expertise to cater to all children, including those with special needs. Training focuses include: 

•  Sensory Awareness
•  Motor Skills
•  Autism Overview
•  Program Development
•  Social Skills
•  Communication
•  Environment
•  Emotional Awareness

SENSORY GUIDETM

The Sensory Guide provides insight on how a child with sensory processing issues may be affected by each sense 
for rides and attractions at Splish Splash. 

COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly altered many aspects of daily life, and that includes key parts of visiting 
Splish Splash. The health and safety of our Guests and Team Members is always our top priority, and in response 
we have implemented a number of new measures following recommended best practices from the Centers from 
Disease Control and Prevention and New York Department of Health. We have also consulted in great detail with 
industry colleagues through the International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA) in 
developing our new policies to best protect our Guests and Team Members from COVID-19.

To learn more, visit www.SplishSplash.com/health-and-safety 
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AMENITIES
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
INTERPRETERS
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Splish Splash will provide 
ASL interpreters for deaf patrons. Those in need of an interpreter are requested to give 
Splish Splash at least two weeks’ notice in advance of a planned visit to the park.

CELL PHONE CHARGING 
STATION
Outlets are located in Guest Services.

CHANGING STATIONS
Diaper changing stations for small children are located in all restrooms. First Aid also has a 
restroom available for family changing and additional needs.

DINING
Guests needing a less stimulating dining atmosphere are encouraged to visit Splish Splash 
eateries during non-traditional mealtimes.

EMERGENCY PLAN
Discuss ahead of time what to do if someone gets separated from your group. Guest 
Services, located near the entrance to Splish Splash, or the entrance to Kiddie Cove are 
great meeting places. Take note as to what your children are wearing in case you need to 
describe them to a Splish Splash Team Member. Lost children should be told to ask for 
assistance from a Splish Splash Uniformed Employee. When our Team Members find a lost 
child, that child is taken to Guest Services.

FIRST AID
In case a need for medical help arises, the Splish Splash First Aid Station is located on 
the restaurant deck near Pinks.

FOOD ALLERGIES
We care deeply about our Guests’ enjoyment and health. However, we cannot guarantee that our food items are 
free of allergens such as trace amounts of nuts, wheat, dairy, egg, soy, fish/shellfish or sesame seeds. Splish 
Splash does not use peanut oil for the cooking/frying of any food products. We do use peanuts for toppings for ice 
cream in Funky Pirate and Plaza Ice Cream.  Please visit the Guest Services and request to speak with a Food & 
Beverage Manager during your visit with questions or concerns.

INFANT CARE
First Aid provides a quiet area to feed and nurse young children. Diaper changing stations for small children are 
located in all restrooms. Children age 2 and under get into Splish Splash free of charge and do not need a ticket or a 
Season Pass.

SPLISH SPLASH CABANAS
Cabanas allow a private, less stimulating environment for guests who wish to 
escape from the bustle of the park. They may be rented online or at the Cabana 
Stand at the front gate of Splish Splash. Cabanas are conveniently located 
throughout the park and some offer food service. Cabanas are available in 
various sizes to accommodate your family’s needs.   

LOST AND FOUND
If you have lost a personal item during your visit, please visit Guest Services located in the 
Main Plaza next to the H2Go Rentals to report the issue. The Lost and Found opens at 9:30 am 
when the Gates open, and can be reached at (631) 727-3600 ext. 349. NOTE: If your item is 
lost during the operation of a ride, the ride will not be shut down during operating hours for 
item retrieval. You must report the issue to Guest Services and call to check the status of 
your item the next day. 

NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES
Splish Splash is happy to offer noise-cancelling headphones to our guests with autism. A limited number of 
headphones are available on a first come, first served basis, and can be picked up at Guest Services. These 
headphones MUST be returned at the end of your visit. 

PARKING
Splish Splash has both paid preferred and general parking. Accessible parking is also 
available with approved placard. 

QUIET AREAS
Guests in need of a quiet place are encouraged to visit First Aid. Our picnic pavilions 
(The Grove) can also be quieter locations on certain dates (primarily weekdays). Please 
check with any Guest Services staff to inquire on open pavilions on the day of your visit. 
Our re-entry policy also allows for guests to take a break from the activity and return 
at their leisure. 

RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM
Splish Splash provides an informational guide for Guests with disabilities. The guide is also available at Guest 
Services located at the entrance to Splish Splash. This guide offers information to help those with disabilities make 
the most of their visit to Splish Splash by rating each ride's intensity. If you have any questions, please stop at Guest 
Services. 

WHEELCHAIRS, WAGONS, AND 
STROLLERS
A limited number of wheelchairs and strollers are available on a first come, first served basis, 
and can be rented at Guest Services. 
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AMENITIES
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
INTERPRETERS
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Splish Splash will provide 
ASL interpreters for deaf patrons. Those in need of an interpreter are requested to give 
Splish Splash at least two weeks’ notice in advance of a planned visit to the park.

CELL PHONE CHARGING 
STATION
Outlets are located in Guest Services.

CHANGING STATIONS
Diaper changing stations for small children are located in all restrooms. First Aid also has a 
restroom available for family changing and additional needs.

DINING
Guests needing a less stimulating dining atmosphere are encouraged to visit Splish Splash 
eateries during non-traditional mealtimes.

EMERGENCY PLAN
Discuss ahead of time what to do if someone gets separated from your group. Guest 
Services, located near the entrance to Splish Splash, or the entrance to Kiddie Cove are 
great meeting places. Take note as to what your children are wearing in case you need to 
describe them to a Splish Splash Team Member. Lost children should be told to ask for 
assistance from a Splish Splash Uniformed Employee. When our Team Members find a lost 
child, that child is taken to Guest Services.

FIRST AID
In case a need for medical help arises, the Splish Splash First Aid Station is located on 
the restaurant deck near Pinks.

FOOD ALLERGIES
We care deeply about our Guests’ enjoyment and health. However, we cannot guarantee that our food items are 
free of allergens such as trace amounts of nuts, wheat, dairy, egg, soy, fish/shellfish or sesame seeds. Splish 
Splash does not use peanut oil for the cooking/frying of any food products. We do use peanuts for toppings for ice 
cream in Funky Pirate and Plaza Ice Cream.  Please visit the Guest Services and request to speak with a Food & 
Beverage Manager during your visit with questions or concerns.

INFANT CARE
First Aid provides a quiet area to feed and nurse young children. Diaper changing stations for small children are 
located in all restrooms. Children age 2 and under get into Splish Splash free of charge and do not need a ticket or a 
Season Pass.

SPLISH SPLASH CABANAS
Cabanas allow a private, less stimulating environment for guests who wish to 
escape from the bustle of the park. They may be rented online or at the Cabana 
Stand at the front gate of Splish Splash. Cabanas are conveniently located 
throughout the park and some offer food service. Cabanas are available in 
various sizes to accommodate your family’s needs.   

LOST AND FOUND
If you have lost a personal item during your visit, please visit Guest Services located in the 
Main Plaza next to the H2Go Rentals to report the issue. The Lost and Found opens at 9:30 am 
when the Gates open, and can be reached at (631) 727-3600 ext. 349. NOTE: If your item is 
lost during the operation of a ride, the ride will not be shut down during operating hours for 
item retrieval. You must report the issue to Guest Services and call to check the status of 
your item the next day. 

NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES
Splish Splash is happy to offer noise-cancelling headphones to our guests with autism. A limited number of 
headphones are available on a first come, first served basis, and can be picked up at Guest Services. These 
headphones MUST be returned at the end of your visit. 

PARKING
Splish Splash has both paid preferred and general parking. Accessible parking is also 
available with approved placard. 

QUIET AREAS
Guests in need of a quiet place are encouraged to visit First Aid. Our picnic pavilions 
(The Grove) can also be quieter locations on certain dates (primarily weekdays). Please 
check with any Guest Services staff to inquire on open pavilions on the day of your visit. 
Our re-entry policy also allows for guests to take a break from the activity and return 
at their leisure. 

RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM
Splish Splash provides an informational guide for Guests with disabilities. The guide is also available at Guest 
Services located at the entrance to Splish Splash. This guide offers information to help those with disabilities make 
the most of their visit to Splish Splash by rating each ride's intensity. If you have any questions, please stop at Guest 
Services. 

WHEELCHAIRS, WAGONS, AND 
STROLLERS
A limited number of wheelchairs and strollers are available on a first come, first served basis, 
and can be rented at Guest Services. 
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NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES
Splish Splash is happy to offer noise-cancelling headphones to our guests with autism. A limited number of 
headphones are available on a first come, first served basis, and can be picked up at Guest Services. These 
headphones MUST be returned at the end of your visit. 

PARKING
Splish Splash has both paid preferred and general parking. Accessible parking is also 
available with approved placard. 

QUIET AREAS
Guests in need of a quiet place are encouraged to visit First Aid. Our picnic pavilions 
(The Grove) can also be quieter locations on certain dates (primarily weekdays). Please 
check with any Guest Services staff to inquire on open pavilions on the day of your visit. 
Our re-entry policy also allows for guests to take a break from the activity and return 
at their leisure. 

RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM
Splish Splash provides an informational guide for Guests with disabilities. The guide is also available at Guest 
Services located at the entrance to Splish Splash. This guide offers information to help those with disabilities make 
the most of their visit to Splish Splash by rating each ride's intensity. If you have any questions, please stop at Guest 
Services.

UTILIZING THE RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM NEW IN 2022:
Valid IBCCES Accessibility Card is required. Guests with physical disabilities, mobility impairments and/or cognitive 
disorders who would like to participate in the Ride Accessibility Program must present a valid IBCCES Accessibility 
Card at Guest Services inside the park. Guests can register for an IBCCES Accessibility card at 
www.accessibilitycard.org. 

IBCCES ACCESSIBILITY CARD REGISTRATION
To register for the IBCCES Accessibility Card, guests must visit www.accessibilitycard.org and upload the required 
information into a secure, online portal. Once a guest has filled out the online application and uploaded necessary 
documentation, they will be able to access their digital IBCCES Accessibility Card. All guests must show their valid 
IBCCES Accessibility Card at Guest Services inside the park to participate in the Ride Accessibility Program.

AMENITIES
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
INTERPRETERS
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Splish Splash will provide 
ASL interpreters for deaf patrons. Those in need of an interpreter are requested to give 
Splish Splash at least two weeks’ notice in advance of a planned visit to the park.

CELL PHONE CHARGING 
STATION
Outlets are located in Guest Services.

CHANGING STATIONS
Diaper changing stations for small children are located in all restrooms. First Aid also has a 
restroom available for family changing and additional needs.

DINING
Guests needing a less stimulating dining atmosphere are encouraged to visit Splish Splash 
eateries during non-traditional mealtimes.

EMERGENCY PLAN
Discuss ahead of time what to do if someone gets separated from your group. Guest 
Services, located near the entrance to Splish Splash, or the entrance to Kiddie Cove are 
great meeting places. Take note as to what your children are wearing in case you need to 
describe them to a Splish Splash Team Member. Lost children should be told to ask for 
assistance from a Splish Splash Uniformed Employee. When our Team Members find a lost 
child, that child is taken to Guest Services.

FIRST AID
In case a need for medical help arises, the Splish Splash First Aid Station is located on 
the restaurant deck near Pinks.

FOOD ALLERGIES
We care deeply about our Guests’ enjoyment and health. However, we cannot guarantee that our food items are 
free of allergens such as trace amounts of nuts, wheat, dairy, egg, soy, fish/shellfish or sesame seeds. Splish 
Splash does not use peanut oil for the cooking/frying of any food products. We do use peanuts for toppings for ice 
cream in Funky Pirate and Plaza Ice Cream.  Please visit the Guest Services and request to speak with a Food & 
Beverage Manager during your visit with questions or concerns.

INFANT CARE
First Aid provides a quiet area to feed and nurse young children. Diaper changing stations for small children are 
located in all restrooms. Children age 2 and under get into Splish Splash free of charge and do not need a ticket or a 
Season Pass.

SPLISH SPLASH CABANAS
Cabanas allow a private, less stimulating environment for guests who wish to 
escape from the bustle of the park. They may be rented online or at the Cabana 
Stand at the front gate of Splish Splash. Cabanas are conveniently located 
throughout the park and some offer food service. Cabanas are available in 
various sizes to accommodate your family’s needs.   

LOST AND FOUND
If you have lost a personal item during your visit, please visit Guest Services located in the 
Main Plaza next to the H2Go Rentals to report the issue. The Lost and Found opens at 9:30 am 
when the Gates open, and can be reached at (631) 727-3600 ext. 349. NOTE: If your item is 
lost during the operation of a ride, the ride will not be shut down during operating hours for 
item retrieval. You must report the issue to Guest Services and call to check the status of 
your item the next day. 
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PLEASE NOTE: Only IBCCES can issue the IBCCES Accessibility Card and NOT Splish Splash. IBCCES will conduct 
audits to confirm the efficacy of provided information for the IBCCES Accessibility Card application. 

RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Once a guest is enrolled in the Ride Accessibility Program, please visit Guest Services so that we may help 
accommodate your needs. 

WHEELCHAIRS, WAGONS, AND 
STROLLERS
A limited number of wheelchairs and strollers are available on a first come, first served basis, 
and can be rented at Guest Services. 



NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES
Splish Splash is happy to offer noise-cancelling headphones to our guests with autism. A limited number of 
headphones are available on a first come, first served basis, and can be picked up at Guest Services. These 
headphones MUST be returned at the end of your visit. 

PARKING
Splish Splash has both paid preferred and general parking. Accessible parking is also 
available with approved placard. 

QUIET AREAS
Guests in need of a quiet place are encouraged to visit First Aid. Our picnic pavilions 
(The Grove) can also be quieter locations on certain dates (primarily weekdays). Please 
check with any Guest Services staff to inquire on open pavilions on the day of your visit. 
Our re-entry policy also allows for guests to take a break from the activity and return 
at their leisure. 

RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM
Splish Splash provides an informational guide for Guests with disabilities. The guide is also available at Guest 
Services located at the entrance to Splish Splash. This guide offers information to help those with disabilities make 
the most of their visit to Splish Splash by rating each ride's intensity. If you have any questions, please stop at Guest 
Services.

UTILIZING THE RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM NEW IN 2022:
Valid IBCCES Accessibility Card is required. Guests with physical disabilities, mobility impairments and/or cognitive 
disorders who would like to participate in the Ride Accessibility Program must present a valid IBCCES Accessibility 
Card at Guest Services inside the park. Guests can register for an IBCCES Accessibility card at 
www.accessibilitycard.org. 

IBCCES ACCESSIBILITY CARD REGISTRATION
To register for the IBCCES Accessibility Card, guests must visit www.accessibilitycard.org and upload the required 
information into a secure, online portal. Once a guest has filled out the online application and uploaded necessary 
documentation, they will be able to access their digital IBCCES Accessibility Card. All guests must show their valid 
IBCCES Accessibility Card at Guest Services inside the park to participate in the Ride Accessibility Program.

AMENITIES
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
INTERPRETERS
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Splish Splash will provide 
ASL interpreters for deaf patrons. Those in need of an interpreter are requested to give 
Splish Splash at least two weeks’ notice in advance of a planned visit to the park.

CELL PHONE CHARGING 
STATION
Outlets are located in Guest Services.

CHANGING STATIONS
Diaper changing stations for small children are located in all restrooms. First Aid also has a 
restroom available for family changing and additional needs.

DINING
Guests needing a less stimulating dining atmosphere are encouraged to visit Splish Splash 
eateries during non-traditional mealtimes.

EMERGENCY PLAN
Discuss ahead of time what to do if someone gets separated from your group. Guest 
Services, located near the entrance to Splish Splash, or the entrance to Kiddie Cove are 
great meeting places. Take note as to what your children are wearing in case you need to 
describe them to a Splish Splash Team Member. Lost children should be told to ask for 
assistance from a Splish Splash Uniformed Employee. When our Team Members find a lost 
child, that child is taken to Guest Services.

FIRST AID
In case a need for medical help arises, the Splish Splash First Aid Station is located on 
the restaurant deck near Pinks.

FOOD ALLERGIES
We care deeply about our Guests’ enjoyment and health. However, we cannot guarantee that our food items are 
free of allergens such as trace amounts of nuts, wheat, dairy, egg, soy, fish/shellfish or sesame seeds. Splish 
Splash does not use peanut oil for the cooking/frying of any food products. We do use peanuts for toppings for ice 
cream in Funky Pirate and Plaza Ice Cream.  Please visit the Guest Services and request to speak with a Food & 
Beverage Manager during your visit with questions or concerns.

INFANT CARE
First Aid provides a quiet area to feed and nurse young children. Diaper changing stations for small children are 
located in all restrooms. Children age 2 and under get into Splish Splash free of charge and do not need a ticket or a 
Season Pass.

SPLISH SPLASH CABANAS
Cabanas allow a private, less stimulating environment for guests who wish to 
escape from the bustle of the park. They may be rented online or at the Cabana 
Stand at the front gate of Splish Splash. Cabanas are conveniently located 
throughout the park and some offer food service. Cabanas are available in 
various sizes to accommodate your family’s needs.   

LOST AND FOUND
If you have lost a personal item during your visit, please visit Guest Services located in the 
Main Plaza next to the H2Go Rentals to report the issue. The Lost and Found opens at 9:30 am 
when the Gates open, and can be reached at (631) 727-3600 ext. 349. NOTE: If your item is 
lost during the operation of a ride, the ride will not be shut down during operating hours for 
item retrieval. You must report the issue to Guest Services and call to check the status of 
your item the next day. 
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PLEASE NOTE: Only IBCCES can issue the IBCCES Accessibility Card and NOT Splish Splash. IBCCES will conduct 
audits to confirm the efficacy of provided information for the IBCCES Accessibility Card application. 

RIDE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Once a guest is enrolled in the Ride Accessibility Program, please visit Guest Services so that we may help 
accommodate your needs. 

WHEELCHAIRS, WAGONS, AND 
STROLLERS
A limited number of wheelchairs and strollers are available on a first come, first served basis, 
and can be rented at Guest Services. 



ATTRACTIONS
POSSIBLE CLOSURES
Some attractions, rides, amenities and dining outlets may not be 
available on any given day for a variety of reasons, such as 
maintenance procedures or updates to COVID-19 safety protocols. 
Closures may be for part of a day, for an entire day or for multiple 
days depending on the situation. We apologize if anything is not 
available during your visit and appreciate your understanding.
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• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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RIDE NAME:

ALIEN INVASION

• Guest must stay  
 seated on shared raft

• Potential for splashing 
 water

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and on shared raft

• Rushing scenery and 
 lighting changes as 
 riders slide swiftly

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
A rapid descent, followed by screaming, out-of-control 
spin, resulting in total disappearance. Only an alien 
could conjure something as diabolical as this.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 5 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

RIDE NAME:

BARRIER REEF

• Potential for  
 submersion/splashing 
 water

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Changing scenery and 
 drastic lighting 
 changes as rider 

    slide

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Avoid a shark attack! Plummet and twist through 
darkness in this rapid water ride.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 4 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

BOOTLEGGER’S RUN

• Guest must stay  
 seated on raft

• Potential for splashing 
 water

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and other raft riders

• Changing scenery as 
 riders slide up and 
 down the magnetic 
 track

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Climb aboard a four-man raft that actually goes uphill 
with new generation hydromagnetic technology. It flies 
like a roller coaster without rails. So much fun, it just 
may be illegal! 

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 5 2 4TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

RIDE NAME:

BOMBS AWAY

• Ride features freefall, 
 then slide into water

• Potential for 
 submersion/splashing 
 water

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Riders drop from a 
high height

• Bright colors
• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Bombs Away will feature two dueling 300-foot slides 
perched on a tower over 50 feet in the air. This slide 
combines the anticipation of the Aqua Launch capsule 
with the visual impact of looping translucent fiberglass. 
The riptide will send guests free falling at 26 feet per 
second before safely making a final splash.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

6 2 4 2 6TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT
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Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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DINOSAUR FALLS

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Guest must stay  
 seated on inner tube

• Potential for splashing 
 water

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 

• Changing scenery as 
 riders slide 

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Grab your raft for a daredevil expedition into the wilds 
of prehistory. Fortunately, the water runs fast, so you 
should keep just ahead of the dinosaurs. Be warned: the 
only thing bigger than their teeth is their appetite!

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 4 2 4TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

RIDE NAME:

DRAGON’S DEN

• Guests must stay 
 seated on shared raft

• Potential for splashing 
 water

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and on shared raft 
 

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Darkness and drastic 
 lighting changes as 
 riders slide

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Your quest for maximum thrills is fulfilled as you 
catapult through mysterious darkness and plummet into 
the mist-shrouded abyss of the dragon… only to vanish 
from sight!

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 4 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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DR. VON DARK’S 
TUNNEL OF TERROR

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Guest must stay  
 seated on shared raft

• Potential for splashing 
 water

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and on shared raft 
 

• Complete darkness 
 and drastic lighting 
 changes as riders slide

• Potential for  
 dizziness/disorientation

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
You’re not afraid of the dark… are you? This amazing 
water ride is 1 of 3 in the entire nation. Experience a 
breathtaking 40-ft. drop. Soar to dizzying heights on 
back-to-back vertical banks. Complete a pair of 
hi-speed 360 degrees spins. All in TOTAL DARKNESS.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 5 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

RIDE NAME:

GIANT TWISTER

• Guests will be 
 submerged in water 

   at end of slide

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and at end of slide

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Rushing scenery as 
 riders twist and turn 

    as they slide
• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Three giant twisting body slides that weave through the 
treetops and splash into a refreshing pool.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 4 2 4TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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HOLLYWOOD 
STUNT RIDER

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Guest must stay  
 seated on shared raft

• Splashing, dripping 
and spraying water

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and on shared raft 
 

• Changing scenery and 
 drastic lighting changes

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
A totally dark action-packed family raft ride, the 
Hollywood Stunt Rider is one of our most spectacular 
rides.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 4 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

HYPERLIGHT
RIDE NAME:

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Fly through the tube on an electric journey that sends 
you down and around to the pulse of vivid light and 
dynamic sound.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 10 2 10TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

More details to come.



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.

LAZY RIVER
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• Guests will be 
 submerged in water 

    at end of slide

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and at end of slide

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Rushing scenery as 
riders twist and turn 

   as they slide
• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 4 2 3TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

RIDE NAME:

• Most guests ride on 
 inner tubes

• Potential for 
 submersion/splashing 
 of water

• Spraying fountains in 
 some portions of ride

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity
 

• Natural lighting
• Slowly changing scenery 

 as guests float through 
 the park

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Take a relaxing tube ride on the gentle current of a 
beautifully landscaped river, surrounded with spraying 
fountains.

KAHUNA BAY 
WAVE POOL

RIDE NAME:

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
This wave pool has spectacular four-foot waves that 
just keep on comin’.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

3 2 3 2 3TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.

MAX TRAX

PAGE 16

• Guests must stay 
 seated on shared raft

• Potential for splashing 
 water

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and on shared raft

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Changing scenery as 
 guests ride rapids 

   and twist
• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 4 2 4TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

RIDE NAME:

• Potential for 
 submersion/splashing 
 water

• Potential for feeling of 
 weightlessness if  

   rider “catches air” on 
   slide

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other 
 guests in near vicinity 
 and on shared raft
 

• Rushing scenery as 
riders slide swiftly

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
2 speed slides: Drop 50’ straight down, or grab some air 
on the double hump.

MAMMOTH RIVER
RIDE NAME:

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Share an adventurous raft ride with the whole family as 
you plunge down the long and twisting river adventure.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 3 2 4TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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OVERVIEW AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

OCTOPUS POOL

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Requires sitting in 
 plastic molded seat 
 and swinging motion

• Water submersion/
 splashing possible

• Potential for loud
 noises from other
 guests riding on 
 shared equipment
 

• Changing scenery as 
 riders swing, potential 

    for dizziness
• Bright colors
• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Swing on the tentacles of a giant octopus.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 5 2 6TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

• Play area features slides, 
 climbing structures and 
 water cannons

• Guests may be 
 splashed or submerged 
 in water

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other
 guests playing on 
 shared equipment

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Bright colors, 
 splashing water and 
 interaction with other 
 guests are featured in 
 this area

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 5 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

PIRATES COVE
RIDE NAME:

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Ahoy Mate! Kids and parents love this interactive pirate 
ship. Water cannons, climbing ropes and slides 
complete the fun.



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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OVERVIEW AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

RIPTIDE RACER

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Riders require laying 
 on a mat and riding 
 swiftly down slide 
 headfirst

• Potential for 
 submersion/splashing 
 water

• Potential for loud
 noises from other
 guests riding side by 
 side
 

• Rushing scenery as 
riders slide head first

• Bright colors
• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Four guests line across the top of the slide, preparing to 
race for the title of “Ultimate Riptide Racer” then head 
first on mats, guests are drenched as they charge down 
the enclosed flumes in a wetter-then-wet mad chase for 
the finish line! This super slick, mat slide is 
aerodynamically-designed to achieve maximum speeds. 

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 5 2 6TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

• Guests can play freely
• Potential for 

 submersion/splashing of
 water

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other
 guests in near vicinity

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 4 2 2TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

SOAK CITY
RIDE NAME:

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Looking for a great place to stay cool and just relax? 
Then Soak City is your hidden gem. Great for guests of 
all ages. 



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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OVERVIEW AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

SHOTGUN FALLS

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Guests will be 
submerged in water at 
 end of slide

• “Free fall” during slide

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other
 guests in near vicinity
 

• Rushing scenery as 
riders free fall and slide 
into pool

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
A free-falling drop slide with a five-foot fall into a 
10-foot deep pool.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 3 4 2 4TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

• Guests swim and float in 
 area with rolling waves

• All guests under 48” 
 required to wear a 
 lifejacket

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other
 guests in near vicinity

• Loud bell chimes 
when waves begin

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

• Large area for 
 swimming, close 
 proximity to other 
 guests possible

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

5 2 5 2 3TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT

SURF CITY 
WAVE POOL

RIDE NAME:

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Enjoy a refreshing surge of breaking waves in this 
classic attraction



Imagery shown may not represent current operational and safety guidelines.
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OVERVIEW AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

YELLOW 
SUBMARINE

• Potential for water to 
 splash in mouth

• Potential for slight 
 chlorine smell

RIDE NAME:

• Play area features 
 slides and 
 spraying/falling water

• Guests may be 
 splashed or  

    submerged in water

• Potential for loud 
 noises from other
 guests playing on 
 shared equipment
 

• Bright colors, splashing 
 water, and interaction 
 with other guests are 
 featured in this area

• Natural lighting

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY SUMMARY:
Slide down the back of a yellow submarine and stay 
cool in a falling spray of water. Everyone in the family 
will enjoy the fun wading pool.

SENSORY LEVEL & PARTICIPANT GUIDELINES: 1 = Low sensory stimulation, 10 = High sensory stimulation

ISD#0450

4 2 5 2 5TOUCH TASTE SOUND SMELL SIGHT



DINE
Splish Splash isn’t just about riding; for many, it’s also 
all about eating! While sweet treats and “cheat meals” 
make up the park menu for many, we also strive to offer 
options for those with dietary restrictions and looking 
for a healthier (but still tasty) dining experience at 
Splish Splash.

POSSIBLE CLOSURES
Some attractions, rides, amenities and dining outlets may not be 
available on any given day for a variety of reasons, such as 
maintenance procedures or updates to COVID-19 safety protocols. 
Closures may be for part of a day, for an entire day or for multiple days 
depending on the situation. We apologize if anything is not available 
during your visit and appreciate your understanding.



SNACK SHACK 
From a giant deck overlooking the Lazy River you 
can enjoy our largest variety of family-friendly fare. 
Here you can fi¬nd Monster Burgers, Monster 
Chicken Sandwiches, Monster Hot Dogs, Beyond 
Burger, Salads, and Wraps. Here we also offer Gluten 
Free Chicken Tenders upon request. Don’t forget to 
add a souvenir cup!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

FUNNEL CAKES
Looking for that amusement park staple funnel 
cake? Look no further than Funnel Cakes located on 
our main restaurant deck! Here you will enjoy an 
original funnel cake or you can add some of your 
favorite toppings like chocolate syrup, whipped 
cream or strawberries. Here you will ¬find cold 
fi¬zzy fountain drinks!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

CHICKEN COOP
The Chicken Coop is home to our Famous Fried 
Chicken and Popcorn Chicken. You can also get your 
delicious Cheese Fries here. Purchase your souvenir 
cup here or fill it up any time!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

TONY’S ITALIAN 
FEAST
Serving Personal Pizzas or Whole Pies (regular or 
pepperoni), as well as Squeaky Cheese Bites. Add a 
refreshing, ice cold fountain Pepsi to your order!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

THE GRILL
The Grill has an amazing assortment of meals and 
sandwiches. Here you will find a delicious Pulled 
Pork Sandwich, Sausage and Peppers, Mac & Cheese 
and some Home-style Cole Slaw. Have a souvenir 
cup or need to purchase one? The Grill is just the 
place!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

LAST CHANCE 
GRILL
If you don’t want to miss a minute of the action, you 
may want to check out The Last Chance Grill for 
some fun foodie fair. It’s a great place to grab a quick 
bite during your waterpark adventure like Chicken 
Wings, Boneless Wings and Beer. Here you will also 
fi¬nd cold refreshing bottled beverages!

LOCATION: Kahuna Bay

JOHNNY ROCKETS
Serving the timeless restaurant classics of burgers, 
chicken tenders, cheese fries, soda pop and more!  
Don’t forget to try Johnny Rockets original 
chocolate, fanilla & strawberry handspun shakes.  
Where the good times roll! Don’t forget to fill up 
your souvenir cup with your favorite Pepsi product.

LOCATION: Kahuna Bay

LAS OLAS
Stop by for a quick yummy bite. Here we feature 
street style tacos and walking tacos. Choose your 
tasty toppings to add and enjoy the flavor mix. Don’t 
forget to add an iced cold bottle of water!

LOCATION: Surf City

SWEET LANDINGS
Located right outside kiddie cove you won’t have to 
travel far to ¬find a refreshing Dole Whip cup or 
cone! You can satisfy your sweet tooth with our 
freshly popped popcorn, cotton candy or cool off 
with a refreshing bottle of water.

LOCATION: Kiddie Cove

CHURROS
Located in our main plaza here you will find our 
warm, crisp, cinnamon glazed churros, grab one or 
grab two with a bottled beverage and make it a 
combo!

LOCATION: Main Plaza

HYPER BITES
Located at the exit of Hyperlight, this concession 
offers Original Fresh Made Funnel Cakes, Fried 
Oreos, Popcorn, and Cotton Candy. This location 
also serves cold refreshing bottled beverages.

LOCATION: Surf City
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OVERVIEW AMENITIES ATTRACTIONS DINE

SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

DIPPIN’ DOTS
The “Ice Cream of the Future” continues to be a 
mainstay at Splish Splash with several Dippin’ Dots 
carts found throughout the park. Don’t forget to 
grab an ice cold bottle of water to stay hydrated!

LOCATIONS: Restaurant Deck, Funky Pirate, Kahuna 
Bay & Surf City

PLAZA ICE CREAM
Located in our main plaza this shop offers Soft Serve 
Ice Cream cones, sundaes and our new Fizz Cup 
Floats. We also offer bottled beverages here. 

LOCATION: Main Plaza

FUNKY PIRATE
Located in our Exit Plaza. Features homemade 
fudge, delicious Wafels & Dinges and fresh brewed 
hot and iced coffees. You’ll also fi¬nd Dippin’ Dots, 
pretzels, popcorn and cotton candy, as well as 
fountain beverage to re¬fill your souvenir cups.

LOCATION: Main Plaza



SNACK SHACK 
From a giant deck overlooking the Lazy River you 
can enjoy our largest variety of family-friendly fare. 
Here you can fi¬nd Monster Burgers, Monster 
Chicken Sandwiches, Monster Hot Dogs, Beyond 
Burger, Salads, and Wraps. Here we also offer Gluten 
Free Chicken Tenders upon request. Don’t forget to 
add a souvenir cup!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

FUNNEL CAKES
Looking for that amusement park staple funnel 
cake? Look no further than Funnel Cakes located on 
our main restaurant deck! Here you will enjoy an 
original funnel cake or you can add some of your 
favorite toppings like chocolate syrup, whipped 
cream or strawberries. Here you will ¬find cold 
fi¬zzy fountain drinks!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

CHICKEN COOP
The Chicken Coop is home to our Famous Fried 
Chicken and Popcorn Chicken. You can also get your 
delicious Cheese Fries here. Purchase your souvenir 
cup here or fill it up any time!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

TONY’S ITALIAN 
FEAST
Serving Personal Pizzas or Whole Pies (regular or 
pepperoni), as well as Squeaky Cheese Bites. Add a 
refreshing, ice cold fountain Pepsi to your order!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

THE GRILL
The Grill has an amazing assortment of meals and 
sandwiches. Here you will find a delicious Pulled 
Pork Sandwich, Sausage and Peppers, Mac & Cheese 
and some Home-style Cole Slaw. Have a souvenir 
cup or need to purchase one? The Grill is just the 
place!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

LAST CHANCE 
GRILL
If you don’t want to miss a minute of the action, you 
may want to check out The Last Chance Grill for 
some fun foodie fair. It’s a great place to grab a quick 
bite during your waterpark adventure like Chicken 
Wings, Boneless Wings and Beer. Here you will also 
fi¬nd cold refreshing bottled beverages!

LOCATION: Kahuna Bay

JOHNNY ROCKETS
Serving the timeless restaurant classics of burgers, 
chicken tenders, cheese fries, soda pop and more!  
Don’t forget to try Johnny Rockets original 
chocolate, fanilla & strawberry handspun shakes.  
Where the good times roll! Don’t forget to fill up 
your souvenir cup with your favorite Pepsi product.

LOCATION: Kahuna Bay

LAS OLAS
Stop by for a quick yummy bite. Here we feature 
street style tacos and walking tacos. Choose your 
tasty toppings to add and enjoy the flavor mix. Don’t 
forget to add an iced cold bottle of water!

LOCATION: Surf City

SWEET LANDINGS
Located right outside kiddie cove you won’t have to 
travel far to ¬find a refreshing Dole Whip cup or 
cone! You can satisfy your sweet tooth with our 
freshly popped popcorn, cotton candy or cool off 
with a refreshing bottle of water.

LOCATION: Kiddie Cove

CHURROS
Located in our main plaza here you will find our 
warm, crisp, cinnamon glazed churros, grab one or 
grab two with a bottled beverage and make it a 
combo!

LOCATION: Main Plaza

HYPER BITES
Located at the exit of Hyperlight, this concession 
offers Original Fresh Made Funnel Cakes, Fried 
Oreos, Popcorn, and Cotton Candy. This location 
also serves cold refreshing bottled beverages.

LOCATION: Surf City
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SPLISH SPLASH SENSORY GUIDE

DIPPIN’ DOTS
The “Ice Cream of the Future” continues to be a 
mainstay at Splish Splash with several Dippin’ Dots 
carts found throughout the park. Don’t forget to 
grab an ice cold bottle of water to stay hydrated!

LOCATIONS: Restaurant Deck, Funky Pirate, Kahuna 
Bay & Surf City

PLAZA ICE CREAM
Located in our main plaza this shop offers Soft Serve 
Ice Cream cones, sundaes and our new Fizz Cup 
Floats. We also offer bottled beverages here. 

LOCATION: Main Plaza

FUNKY PIRATE
Located in our Exit Plaza. Features homemade 
fudge, delicious Wafels & Dinges and fresh brewed 
hot and iced coffees. You’ll also fi¬nd Dippin’ Dots, 
pretzels, popcorn and cotton candy, as well as 
fountain beverage to re¬fill your souvenir cups.

LOCATION: Main Plaza



SNACK SHACK 
From a giant deck overlooking the Lazy River you 
can enjoy our largest variety of family-friendly fare. 
Here you can fi¬nd Monster Burgers, Monster 
Chicken Sandwiches, Monster Hot Dogs, Beyond 
Burger, Salads, and Wraps. Here we also offer Gluten 
Free Chicken Tenders upon request. Don’t forget to 
add a souvenir cup!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

FUNNEL CAKES
Looking for that amusement park staple funnel 
cake? Look no further than Funnel Cakes located on 
our main restaurant deck! Here you will enjoy an 
original funnel cake or you can add some of your 
favorite toppings like chocolate syrup, whipped 
cream or strawberries. Here you will ¬find cold 
fi¬zzy fountain drinks!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

CHICKEN COOP
The Chicken Coop is home to our Famous Fried 
Chicken and Popcorn Chicken. You can also get your 
delicious Cheese Fries here. Purchase your souvenir 
cup here or fill it up any time!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

TONY’S ITALIAN 
FEAST
Serving Personal Pizzas or Whole Pies (regular or 
pepperoni), as well as Squeaky Cheese Bites. Add a 
refreshing, ice cold fountain Pepsi to your order!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

THE GRILL
The Grill has an amazing assortment of meals and 
sandwiches. Here you will find a delicious Pulled 
Pork Sandwich, Sausage and Peppers, Mac & Cheese 
and some Home-style Cole Slaw. Have a souvenir 
cup or need to purchase one? The Grill is just the 
place!

LOCATION: Restaurant Deck

LAST CHANCE 
GRILL
If you don’t want to miss a minute of the action, you 
may want to check out The Last Chance Grill for 
some fun foodie fair. It’s a great place to grab a quick 
bite during your waterpark adventure like Chicken 
Wings, Boneless Wings and Beer. Here you will also 
fi¬nd cold refreshing bottled beverages!

LOCATION: Kahuna Bay

JOHNNY ROCKETS
Serving the timeless restaurant classics of burgers, 
chicken tenders, cheese fries, soda pop and more!  
Don’t forget to try Johnny Rockets original 
chocolate, fanilla & strawberry handspun shakes.  
Where the good times roll! Don’t forget to fill up 
your souvenir cup with your favorite Pepsi product.

LOCATION: Kahuna Bay

LAS OLAS
Stop by for a quick yummy bite. Here we feature 
street style tacos and walking tacos. Choose your 
tasty toppings to add and enjoy the flavor mix. Don’t 
forget to add an iced cold bottle of water!

LOCATION: Surf City

SWEET LANDINGS
Located right outside kiddie cove you won’t have to 
travel far to ¬find a refreshing Dole Whip cup or 
cone! You can satisfy your sweet tooth with our 
freshly popped popcorn, cotton candy or cool off 
with a refreshing bottle of water.

LOCATION: Kiddie Cove

CHURROS
Located in our main plaza here you will find our 
warm, crisp, cinnamon glazed churros, grab one or 
grab two with a bottled beverage and make it a 
combo!

LOCATION: Main Plaza

HYPER BITES
Located at the exit of Hyperlight, this concession 
offers Original Fresh Made Funnel Cakes, Fried 
Oreos, Popcorn, and Cotton Candy. This location 
also serves cold refreshing bottled beverages.

LOCATION: Surf City

DIPPIN’ DOTS
The “Ice Cream of the Future” continues to be a 
mainstay at Splish Splash with several Dippin’ Dots 
carts found throughout the park. Don’t forget to 
grab an ice cold bottle of water to stay hydrated!

LOCATIONS: Restaurant Deck, Funky Pirate, Kahuna 
Bay & Surf City

PLAZA ICE CREAM
Located in our main plaza this shop offers Soft Serve 
Ice Cream cones, sundaes and our new Fizz Cup 
Floats. We also offer bottled beverages here. 

LOCATION: Main Plaza

FUNKY PIRATE
Located in our Exit Plaza. Features homemade 
fudge, delicious Wafels & Dinges and fresh brewed 
hot and iced coffees. You’ll also fi¬nd Dippin’ Dots, 
pretzels, popcorn and cotton candy, as well as 
fountain beverage to re¬fill your souvenir cups.

LOCATION: Main Plaza
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